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Only 2 women are listed in God’s Hall of Fame in Hebrews 11.
The first is __________ and the second is ____________.
Sarah had an embarrassing problem – she was _____________.
Sarah was not a __________ woman, but she was a great example of
what a _________ and mother ought to be.
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1. The ________________ Given to Sarah. Gen 11-15
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A. Abraham was a _______ Man With a Bad Habit.
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B. Despite His Flaws, Sarah Showed ___________ For Him.
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2. The ________________ Caused by Sarah. Gen 16
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Sarah became _____________ with God. She had waited ____
years for God to give her a child. Sarah gave her servant girl
_________ to Abraham. Hagar gave birth to a _______, but this was
not the son _______ had promised Abraham.
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3. The ____________ Fulfilled through Sarah. Gen 17-21
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When we come to Genesis 17, Abraham is ______ and Sarah is
________. God told Abraham specifically that Sarah would become
a_____________ and that the child would be born within ____ year.
Finally, in Genesis 21, after ___ _ years of waiting, Sarah
became ______________. She named her son Isaac, which means
_____________. Sarah gave birth at 90 and lived to be _____.
The life of Sarah reminds us that God can do extraordinary
things through ___________________ people.
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